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INTRODUCING
WKU
Wenzhou-Kean University is a Chinese-American jointly established higher 
education institution with Independent legal person status and limited 
liabilities. Wenzhou-Kean University has been dedicated to the principle of 
“providing students with different ways of development” by introducing and 
referencing educational resources, critical missions and advanced patterns 
from prestigious universities in the US.

Being well-knit with Chinese actual conditions and needs in developing 
regional economy and cultures, the University strives for excellence in 
building an international university with worldclass education, which 
is fundamentally student- oriented, innovatively inclusive, diversely 
developmental and characteristically unique.
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Dear Class of 2021, 

Congratulations on your graduation! An ending is a new beginning. As you 
embark on the next chapter of your life, we hope you always bring the spirit 
of Wenzhou-Kean University. 

Never forget what you have learned at WKU and contribute your part to the 
development and progress of the society. Never forget the teachers and 
friends here at WKU and we welcome you back anytime! Dream big and live 
your life to the full! 

WANG Li
Chancellor
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I applaud your successful academic journey at WKU. 

However, your mission is far from accomplished. You carry an urgent 
expectation from your family and alma mater to create a better life with 
your knowledge, exploration, passion and moral courage. Please remember 
to continue to dream, and dream bigger and innovatively. Please believe if 
you don’t achieve a dream yet, you are on the way to fulfill an even greater 
dream. Please remember to share your success, give what you receive to 
those less fortunate, and serve others with dignity. In dream and in love, 
nothing is impossible! Please remember you are a whole man – a happy 
and nice man; a competent, knowledgeable, resourceful and contributory 
professional; a responsible citizen who loves and serves your community 
and the great country. 

Please also remember the Kean University motto of Semper Discens, Always 
Learning. Leaning is a lifelong commitment, and this degree is a ticket to a 
journey that will reveal unending opportunities to learn.

I love you all. Congratulations, Class of 2021!

YANG Yixin
Vice Chancellor for 
Academic Affairs
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Dear graduates,

Start a new chapter of your life and blaze new trails. 

Hope you chase your dreams and never forget where you started; face 
challenges and be fearless. Once a WKUer, forever a WKUer. The Alma mater 
is always your spiritual home and we welcome you back anytime!

WANG Beijiao
ar  ecre ar  airma  
 e ard  irec rs
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Our graduates, after four years of life changing experience at Wenzhou-Kean 
University, accomplished a lot. Now you are ready to use your talents for the 
greater good.

We spend most of our waking hours at work. As such what we do during 
working hours largely defines who we are. 

Be ethical and to give is the righteous path to reach the top of the Maslow’s 
Pyramid (of hierarchy of needs). 

By shifting a part of the better angels of our nature into professional life, you 
might just become more successful, and create a longer and deeper impact.
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Larry Brown
Dean of  College of Science 
& Technology

Graduates in the great year of 2021

It has been a roller coaster ride for you during the last few years, who 
could have predicted the tremendous challenges that would face you 
academically. You have persevered and now take your place in the annals of 
history and become a WKU graduate.

Looking back, please thank your friends, who being with you in the 
classroom, lab, preparing for exams, debating, and dissecting goldfish. 
Please thank your professors, who have taken you into the sea of knowledge 
and doing their best to impart to you what they have learned throughout 
their lives. Please thank your parents, who sent you warm coats during the 
freezing winter and provided you with a favorable learning environment.

You have worked hard to achieve your dreams and now you are on your way 
to seek new vistas. Remember, never stop trying, never stop learning. Strive 
to always take the high road, that is where success awaits you. 

Congratulations on your graduation and good luck for your next adventure!
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Raquel 
A. Stuart
Dean of  College of Liberal arts

Rose 
Gonnella

Dean of  College of 
Architecture & Design

Congratulations Graduates!
 
Because one believes in oneself, one doesn’t try to convince others. Because 
one is content with oneself, one doesn’t need others’ approval. Because one 
accepts oneself, the whole world accepts him or her.” – Lao-Tzu
 
My wish is that you show the world and yourself the best of you. Do not 
half step, meaning, do not sell yourself short. Go out there and shine like 
the diamond you are. Never accept mediocre from yourself or others– you 
are better than mediocre. You are exceptional! Go into the world and be 
exceptionally YOU!

Congratulations graduates of the Class of 2021!
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You certainly attended WKU at an interesting time!  You all faced unusual 
challenges, such as switching to online study in the middle of your junior 
year, and then switching back again to regular classes in your final year.  This 
was a process that severely our whole community – faculty, students, staff…
and no doubt your family and friends as well.  

So, you should be proud of rising to the challenge and keeping your plan of 
study on.  You are both academic survivors and pandemic survivors!  I am 
just glad that, unlike last year’s graduating class, you will have the chance 
to attend a real graduation ceremony – which you richly deserve after 
four years of hard work.  Perhaps this was not the luckiest time to attend 
WKU.  But at least you now have an interesting story that you can tell your 
grandchildren. 
 
Congratulations, and best of luck in pursuing your dreams!

Congratulation to the class of 2021!

It is a very special class for me as it is our first class of architecture graduate. 
Therefore I thanks deeply the first cohort of architecture students who 
helped me to settle and run the program. I wish the best to all of them 
whatever path they decide to choose.
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“Per aspera, ad astra”

You entered WKU as a freshmen and now at the verge of graduation you set 
your sights for a bigger stage -- the world, in fact reach for the STARS! I wish 
you all the best of fortune in future endeavors.
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James 
Barnhart
The College of Liberal Arts

Vincent Peu 
Duvallon

The College of Architecture 
& Design

Yu-Hsin Chen
The College of Liberal Arts
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It hasn’t been an easy year, but all your hard work and dedication made this 
happen. As a student who is graduating in this challenging time, know that 
you should be proud of yourself and the people around you because you 
navigate your way through this uncertain future with pure courage and hard 
work. I hope that this moment of your life encourages and inspires you that 
no matter what hurdles come in your way, you will do what you need and 
love to do, and nothing can stop you as you work towards your passion. 

There are only four things that I’d like to share with you as a parting 
message: Embrace and enjoy your life, expand your knowledge with others, 
dream big and continue to achieve every day. Happy Graduation, and may 
you achieve more and more blessings to come!
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腊꣖姺⡹劊满荈䊹涸䮚昶⸖⸂կ
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Candy Chui
The College of Business & 
Republic Management
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Dear Class of 2021,

Make comparable comparisons; don't fall into the Cargo Cult thinking; and, 
live your life with passion and integrity. 

Congratulations!

Tiffany Tang
The College of Science & 
Technology

Pinata Winoto
The College of Science & 

Technology

Given we are going through tough times, I am very proud of your 
achievement! I wish all of you the best, congrats!

赡搬䧮⟌姻㢅㖈葼ꦼ涸傞劍⡎䧮歋邪㖑⚹⡹⟌蜦䖤涸䧭㽠䠭ⵌ낁⫂牝㣐㹻♧
ⴗ곡ⵄ嫳⚌䘯⛙

Dear Class of 2021, Congratulations. 

I wish you all the success, happiness, and joy in life. Life is tough, but 
what does not kill you makes you stronger. We'll survive and thrive from 
heartbreaks and hurts. 

Cheers.

❵昶涸 ���� 㾉嫳⚌欰⟌嫳⚌䘯⛙
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䎁匉

HUANG Yaoyao
e e e  Arc i ec re 

 esi

Dear WKU students, 

Congratulations! 

You are now an official graduate. I am so proud of you for achieving your 
Bachelor degree! The best of all things is to learn: money can be stolen, 
strength may fail, but what you've learned is yours forever. Remember that, 
education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the 
world. Always follow your dreams. Believe in yourself; believe in your talent 
and skills. You are graduating at a tough time, but I believe in my heart that 
better days are coming. It may take some time, but I hope you can hang in 
there and keep believing too. Be noted that for every ending - there is a new 
beginning, for every memory - there is a dream ahead. Finally, I wish you the 
best of luck in your future Masters Degree.

❵昶涸8,6㷖欰
牝餪⡹
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Jahidur Rahman
The College of Business & 

Republic Management
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⯎忘掚䞔♸溫霟կ
牝餪⡹⟌
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AN INTERVIEW
WITH
SUN ZIHAN

㼆霢㶹㶩巑 SUN Zihan
Accounting

*�XPVME�MJLF�UP�TBZ�UP�NZTFMG�GPVS�ZFBST�BHP��:PVS�
KPC�JT�UP�XBML�XJUI�B�SN�USFBE�OPU�UP�JEMF�BXBZ�
ZPVS�UJNF��:PV�XPSL�STU�BOE�BUUBJO�MBUFS�
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KIWI
As a student who majors in Accounting, you did a great job. So how did you 
manage to succeed at college during these four years?

SUN Zihan
Firstly, I believe that it is quite important to learn the major courses well. I 
began to prepare for ACCA, and during that time, I gained some knowledge 
of the basis of Accounting. Therefore, I felt that the first Accounting course 
I took at WKU, which was ACCT 2200, was like a review of what I have 
learned. Moreover, my professor, who taught that course, was a logical 
and responsible lecturer who assigned assignments and presentations to 
guide us to comprehend the subject fully. Basically, a solid foundation and 
preparation for Accounting fostered my progress and helped me improve 
myself in a professional way.

Secondly, I think doing exercises is a good way to establish a solid 
foundation for our knowledge. Our textbook includes many activities at 
the end of every chapter, and I almost finished all of them more than once. 
During this process, we can apply what we learn to actual situations. 
By doing so, we will realize whether we understand the contents and figure 
out what still puzzles us. Therefore, doing exercises benefits us to study 
more deeply.
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KIWI
You have taken charge as the Vice Chairman of the Youth Volunteer 
Association (YVA) and had participated in many fund-raising and voluntary 
events. What motivated you to participate in those activities? How would 
you join public welfare programs in the future? 
 
SUN Zihan
Being affected by my mother, I was exposed to public welfare programs 
since my middle school ages. For instance, my mother usually took me to 
the post office where we brought the old clothes and toys to donate to the 
mountainous areas or poverty-stricken regions. She had once taken me to 
sell newspapers in our neighborhood after the Wenchuan Earthquake and 
donated our profit to the diaster-hit area. Beyond that, I also joined the 
voluntary groups at school and started doing some usual voluntary works 
such as going to the Nursing Home. Over time, volunteering has gradually 
become my habit. After entering college, I began to know about more and 
more colorful voluntary activities via YVA and began to realize how huge an 
impact university students’ force could have on many social events. 
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When you were at the internship of the big accounting firm, how did you 
combine knowledge from textbook with practice? Have you encountered 
any thorny problems in practices? How did they impact your career choices 
later on?
 
46/�;JIBO
I do often have trouble combining textbook knowledge with actual financial 
information at the beginning, but I think it's just because we have never 
engaged in real financial work before, and I believe that practice makes 
perfect. Therefore, my solution is to review the accounting knowledge 
and combine it with the data involved in my work in time. Moreover, I also 
voluntarily ask the manager for the completed draft of other projects. By 
setting up a complete accounting system using the numbers and checking 
relationship, I get to know the basic audit ideas and processes. In fact, this 
is a process of putting the accounting knowledge learned in school into the 
client company background and combing out the framework.

6OUJM�OPX�QFPQMF�UIJOL�PG�TPNF�SFMBUJWFMZ�USBEJUJPOBM�TIPSU��PS�NFEJVN�
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XIFO�SFGFSSJOH�UP�WPMVOUBSZ�QSPHSBNT��)PXFWFS�BT�B�#VTJOFTT�NBKPS�
TUVEFOU�*�IPQF�MPOH�UFSN�WPMVOUBSZ�QSPHSBNT�DPVME�CF�FTUBCMJTIFE�UISPVHI�
DPNNFSDJBM�NPEFMT�UP�GPSN�DPOUJOVPVT�JOøVFODFT��5P�CF�NPSF�TQFDJöD�
XIFO�*�XBT�TUVEZJOH�PWFSTFBT�*�XJTIFE�UP�TQSFBE�UIF�USBEJUJPOBM�$IJOFTF�
DVMUVSF�BOE�BSU�UIBU�SJTLT�FYUJODUJPO�JO�BOE�BSPVOE�UIF�TDIPPM�JO�XIJDI�UIF�
QSPöUJOH�DIBOOFMT�DBO�BMTP�CF�FTUBCMJTIFE�CZ�NFBOT�JODMVEF�TFMMJOH�GFBUVSFE�
BSUJGBDUT�BOE�PSHBOJ[JOH�$IJOFTF�DVMUVSF�UPVST�GPS�GPSFJHO�WJTJUPST��

*O�UIJT�DBTF�$IJOFTF�BSUJTBOT�DBO�FYQBOE�UIFJS�DIBOOFMT�PG�SFWFOVF�BOE�
FOUFS�GPSFJHO�NBSLFUT��
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In terms of thorny problems, I think I often have low efficiency because of 
the lack of computer skills. For instance, the instructors in the same group 
can use Python to assist the production of manuscripts which reduces 
repetitive and mechanical work and greatly saving time. This makes me 
realize that I am still very lacking in applying data analysis tools. For this 
reason, I tend to choose graduate programs that provide big data, AI, and 
other courses. As for career choice, I think it actually strengthens my pursuit 
of audit direction because I witnessed the efforts auditors made to cope 
with the trend of the big data era. Accounting firms are launching more and 
more relevant training which is very attractive to me.
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KIWI
What is the most important thing you have gained during the four years in 
WKU? What would you like to say to yourself four years ago?
 
SUN Zihan
During the four years in WKU, my greatest gains are patience, perseverance 
and self-consistency. 

Many students here have rich college life. However, the place I go most 
often is the study hall, though I did participate in many extracurricular 
activities in my freshman and sophomore years. Postgraduate application 
is a lengthy process, and it requires me to spend plenty of alone time to 
prepare for exams, apply for internships, and organize application materials. 
In these boring and tough days, I often doubt if I can reduce my demand so 
that I can have a rich life like others. I choose to stick to my own lifestyle after 
all. I always believe that sufficient alone time is quite important, though 
socializing is also necessary. We can analyze ourselves, identify the reality, 
targets and the gap between them through talking with ourselves, so as to 
think better about how to achieve the targets. Fortunately, I have received 
the most desired reward during such a long time. I would like to say to 
myself four years ago: "Your job is to walk with a firm tread, not to idle away 
your time. You work first and attain later.”

4
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KIWI
In four years of study life, what relationship did you form with professors? 
What did you do to form such relationships?

MENG Lijia
I tend to form relationships that are not restricted to classroom instructions. 
Generally speaking, I would participate in class activities actively in different 
professors’ courses. For some professors, I hope I can maintain a good 
relationship with them after class rather than losing contact when the class 
is over, and I hope we can greet each other on the way. In another situation, 
I wish to keep a closer relationship with some professors. To do so, I would 
communicate with them frequently on WeChat and may extend greetings 
to them at festivals. Dr. Roach and I have a very good relationship, I would 
always help with purchasing goods on Taobao when she needs to. 

In addition, I am also willing to help professors dealing with SIM card and 
bank card problems and to help with translations whenever they are in need. 
If we could form a close connection with professors of our major courses, we 
would have opportunities to participate in their research projects or to ask 
for recommendation letters more handily. 
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KIWI
You’ve got a very high GPA. You’ve also been in charge of VOK (Voice of 
WKU) and launched a bilingual broadcasting station with an average rating 
of more than 30,000. 

How do you balance academics with extra-curricular activities? Do you have 
a unique approach to time management or academic performance?
 
MENG Lijia
To be honest, I don’t have much advice about time management, because 
I do stay up late unhealthily when I’m busy. Literally, sometimes I have a 
dozen tasks on hand. I always make a list of things to do on my phone's 
calendar or on my computer's "To Do" list when I get busy. This can help me 
clearly see how many tasks I have to get done during the day.
For the sake of appropriate time allocation, we have to improve the 
efficiency of learning. Once you feel that your efficiency is not very high, 
you can switch to another task. Moreover, you can go to the study room 
or activity room if you fail to be productive in the dormitory. It is indeed 
a highly useful approach for me to work in the study room, because it 
is a place where my learning efficiency is relatively high, and I feel like I 
undoubtedly need to work hard while others are working hard. 

Another point is to make good use of fragmented time, which is very useful 
when I am preparing for the domestic postgraduate examination. Nowadays 
there is a lot of educational software, through which we can watch lectures 
and do exercises online when eating and queuing. 

I have to take not only WKU's courses but also other courses as I am 
preparing for graduate school. In this case, I'm utilizing some fragmented 
time, rather than a very large chunk of time like what we regularly spend 
in one class for 75 minutes. We do not necessarily need to take a long and 
concentrated time to remember knowledge that is somehow scattered. For 
example, I can put on my headphones and listen to lessons when I fold the 
quilt or brush my teeth, and I can also watch lessons when I have a meal. 
Now there is also a lot of software for training and exercising. We can do 
exercises in a very short time when we go to the toilet or wait in line. In 
other words, the critical point is not to remember the exercises but to have 
an impression in mind. I learn by listening. Listening weighs more for me 
than reading. 

For instance, memory can always be kept by playing one learning point on 
repeat through Ximalaya App (this is rather useful for students preparing for 
postgraduate exams).

Speaking of WKU’s courses, I think it's important to know professors’ grading 
habits. I always read the Grading Rubric carefully before I start working on 
assignments, and I’ll make sure that I do fulfill every requirement.
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What inspired you to initiate Voice of Kean? It is a great success, but did you 
encounter any difficulties? And how did you overcome them?
 
.&/(�-JKJB
In the beginning, it was because I visited Zhejiang Daily Press Group, and 
they told me that maybe WKU and the press could cooperate. So, we talked 
about the plan and went further. Thanks to the help of Ms. Lianyi Tang of 
WKU Student Media and Design Center and the trust of Zhejiang Newspaper 
Group, we finally established cooperation.  
I believe that was a great collaboration opportunity because they provided 
us a platform at just the moment we were willing to do such a program. 
So, I decided to have a try and enrich my experiences. Meanwhile, the 
press group valued our bilingual scripts, as well as recording equipment 
and editing equipment at WKU, so they were not very worried about the 
recording process.

)PXFWFS�XF�FODPVOUFSFE�BO�FYUSFNFMZ�UPVHI�UJNF�CFGPSF�XF�TUBSUFE�UIF�
QSPHSBN��5IF�QSPCMFN�XBT�UIBU�XF�XFSF�TIPSUIBOEFE�UP�EP�SFDPSEJOH�TP�
UIF�TIJGU�TDIFEVMF�XBT�SFBMMZ�UJHIU��"U�öSTU�UIF�QSFTT�HSPVQ�SFMFBTFE�POF�
FQJTPEF�FWFSZ�XFFL�BOE�UIFO�UIFZ�DIBOHFE�UIF�TDIFEVMF�UP�POF�FWFSZ�
UXP�XFFLT��5IJT�NFBOU�UIBU�XF�IBE�UP�EP�PVS�XPSL�OP�NBUUFS�JG�JU�XBT�JO�UIF�
TVNNFS�PS�XJOUFS�IPMJEBZ��"T�B�SFTVMU�JU�TPNFUJNFT�MFE�UP�B�TIJGU�TDIFEVMF�
QSPCMFN�CFDBVTF�JU�XBT�IBSE�GPS�VT�UP�DPOUJOVBMMZ�öOJTI�UIF�XPSL�PO�UJNF�
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KIWI
As a student majored in English, what are the reasons for you to chose legal 
profession as your career finally? And how did you make up your mind to 
make such a choice?
 
MENG Lijia
I’ve changed my direction not because I hate English major. Instead, I have 
great enthusiasm to it, and I’m good at English. A large part of the reason for 
me to choose to take the Master degree of law is that I have the interest, that 
I also like legal thinking. I have the preference to fairness and social justice, 
and I also admire the rationality of legal thoughts. 

In addition, after measuring my own strengths (for example, good at dealing 
with people, good at things like debating,etc.), It seems to me that the 
career would be appropriate.

4
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There had have moments that I was likely to be persuaded, but every time 
the thought would came to me that if I give up now, in like 5 years or 10 
years I would feel regret about it. So the result is that, in my opinion, it’s 
better to fail after you’ve had a try than doing nothing at all, because you 
won’t feel regret when you recall this moment afterwards. If I’ve decided to 
become a teacher, I might be able to live happily 10 years after. But I might 
also be kept asking myself why not choose to become a lawyer that time. 
It’s this faith that pushes me to keep going, keep learning, telling me that 
although the law is hard, it would still be better if you failed after trying than 
doing nothing.
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AN INTERVIEW
WITH
TAO ZHENG

㼆霢ꤲ佟
TAO Zheng

��8F�XJMM�BMTP�DPNQMFUFMZ�VOEFSTUBOE�XIBU�JT�BHSFF�
UP�EJTBHSFF��"T�GBS�BT�*�BN�DPODFSOFE�B�DPMMFHF�
QSPWJEFT�NFSFMZ�B�QMBUGPSN�BOE�XIBU�ZPV�HFU�JT�
XIBU�ZPV�FBSO�

Mathematics
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KIWI
Why did you decide to major in Mathematics? Is there anything special that 
attracts you?

TAO Zheng
Mathematics is the only subject established by rigorous derivations among 
all disciplines. 

It is the underlying law of the operation of everything in the universe. 
Mathematics is a rigorous discipline; therefore, it is a subject that allows the 
following generations to make use of the findings by predecessors to have 
continuous progress. Moreover, Mathematics happens to be in the torrent of 
the times, as it is required in the fields of artificial intelligence and big data, 
which are the most popular and most cutting-edge areas in the current 
society. I believe that studying mathematics supports my academic study 
and gives me an edge in the job market. 

Mathematics is a subject that can continue to develop, and thanks to its 
absolute, the theories established by the predecessors are what can be used 
by future generations. If a theorem is to be valid, then it must be derived 
rigorously. If a mathematical theorem is proved to be correct, then it will 
remain applicable over time no matter what new scientific discoveries will 
be found. 

People nowadays can even directly use theorems proved hundreds of years 
ago as a basis for their own research, which reveals that Mathematics is a 
discipline that can continue to move forward rather than going backward.
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KIWI
You have participated in mathematical modeling contests many times. 
When did you first get involved in mathematical modeling? Do you have any 
difficulty when you are learning? What have you gained from the difficulties?
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5"0�;IFOH
It was in my junior year when I first came to know about the mathematical 
modeling contest with the intention of adding more value to my resume. 

However, I did not expect that it would help me open the door into the 
world of scientific research. The difficulty of mathematical modeling 
depends on individuals, though it is considerably difficult for most people   
There are always chances to get awards. The gist is to devise a personalized 
preparation plan based on our ability and time. Accordingly, we are able to 
complete a paper of the optimal level.

In my opinion, modeling reflects comprehensive ability, not a simple math 
word problem solving by a computer. 

It has improved my understanding of algorithms, my storytelling skills, and 
my ability to write or modify codes with tools such as MATLAB or Python, to 
visualize schematic diagrams and calculation, to write modeling papers, to 
review sources, and to organize certain algorithmic models in order to build 
a corresponding model framework.
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KIWI
I found that you have published a few papers on mathematics and 
economics. Which directions do you focus on? What is the original intention 
of doing these scientific researches? What do you get from them? What 
words would you use to describe your research in these years?
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TAO Zheng
My thesis focused on the prediction of time series at first, and then it 
gradually shifted to the research and analysis of digital currency. I have been 
reading some papers about Brownian motion and random motion recently, 
and I want to apply these models to the research of digital currency. Initially, 
I started to do research to solve questions I was curious about. Questions 
often pop up in my mind when I think alone. Some of them can be solved 
by asking professors while others can be solved by consulting references. 
So, I wondered how fun it could be to do scientific research. I could solve 
the questions constantly and may be employed as a professor in the future. 
Then I found that some questions are simply insoluble, and others have 
studied already. The longer I study, the more unsettled I felt. I even started to 
doubt if the assumption I came up with is wrong. I could only start work on 
it first, and then see where it leads me to. The motive of scientific research is 
that I can do whatever I want when I have a wide range of knowledge.

To sum up my recent years on research with three words, they would be 
reference, comprehension, and innovation. It is because standing on the 
shoulders of giants can help you understand the trends and boundaries of 
today’s science development faster and better. You do not need to spend 
lots of time deducing existing theorems and formulas, all you need to do is 
to pay efforts to tackle existing difficulties and questions.

,*8*
Looking back over the past four years at WKU, what’s your luckiest thing? 
And What’s your biggest achievement? 

5"0�;IFOH
I would say the luckiest thing was that I took the opportunity to transfer 
from Accounting to Mathematics in the summer of my freshman year. Since 
then, I started to learn computer languages   such as R, Python, and Matlab. 
These computer languages help me do a great job visualizing data, and 
they are also a solid foundation for me to write and publish papers in the 
following years. The professors in the Department of Mathematics are very 
responsible and patient, and they helped me a lot. 

Moreover, I have met many outstanding people, including my peers, senior 
or junior schoolmates, excellent professors, and so on. By interacting with 
these people, I start to be aware, more or less, that I am a man looking at 
the world through a keyhole with many shortcomings. This realization urges 
me to improve myself. Four years at a university is only a preparation for 
entering the workforce, which requires us to do a lot of planning. 

We may encounter a contest of ideas during this process, but we will learn 
the ideas of diversity and respect. We will also completely understand what 
is ‘agree to disagree.’ As far as I am concerned, a college provides merely a 
platform, and what you get is what you earn.
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KIWI
Looking back on your freshman year, is there a gap between what you 
envisioned and planned for the four years of university at that time and 
what has happened indeed?

YUAN Zhengqing
When I was a freshman, it seemed I didn’t set my standard such high. I 
supposed that being an average student was acceptable. I was thinking 
that my four years of university life would be quite fulfilling if I could enter 
a university in Hong Kong such as the Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
while many WKU seniors went to the world’s top 50 universities at that time. 
I didn't have a very high demand for GPA in my freshman year. I thought 3.7 
was sufficient. I didn’t set very high demands for clubs or other university 
activities, either. To sum up, this was my prospect of the future when I first 
entered the university. 

I’ve changed a lot during these four years. It probably has to do with my 
experience of working in clubs and organizations. The work I have been 
involved in since I joined the SG in my freshman year and became a student 
representative to some extent differs from that of other clubs. I have 
gradually learned to consider problems from a macro perspective, such as 
thinking and behaving from a perspective of a student leader. 

I’ve been enhancing requirements for myself along with fine details 
including learning, organizing, etc., which makes me feel quite intriguing.
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KIWI
Do you have the same ambition for the future in the past four years? If so, 
when and under what circumstances did you set this goal?

YUAN Zhengqing
I will answer the first question first. I think my ambition is generally 
consistent. I majored in management when I was admitted. By then, I spent 
lots of time thinking about which major was suitable because WKU allows 
students to change majors in the first month. I wanted to be engaged in the 
business field later, so I prefer business programs. Below the broad field of 
business, I carefully analyzed the subcategories. Finance and accounting are 
relatively difficult majors. And majors like marketing, global business, and 
management are relatively easier which also allows me to find related jobs 
easier in the job market. 

KIWI
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YUAN Zhengqing
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Besides, I also analyzed which major is suitable for my personal 
characteristics. I am outgoing, willing to communicate with others, and I do 
not like very difficult stuffs, such as arithmetic, finance, investment banks, 
etc. Other than that, I also thought about lifestyle. People spend most of 
their time working in a “996” or “007” working hour system. This kind of life 
is not my ideal choice. Therefore, the marketing-related work attracted my 
attention. The energy that takes to do a marketing job is definitely lower 
than a financial job, so marketing is very attractive to me in terms of the 
balance between work and life. I expect to have a good job and a good life 
at the same time.
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You had internships in Schneider Electric China’s and McDonald’s head 
offices, what did you learn or gain respectively from these experiences? 
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KIWI
8IBU�XPVME�ZPV�TBZ�UP�TVNNBSJ[F�ZPVS�DBNQVT�MJGF�JO�B�TFOUFODF 

YUAN Zhengqing
*�UIJOL�*�WF�RVJUF�NFU�NZ�FYQFDUBUJPOT�GPS�NZ���ZFBST�DPMMFHF�MJGF�BOE�*�UIJOL�
JU�XBT�B�WFSZ�TUSVDUVSFE�BOE�XFMM�PSHBOJ[FE���ZFBST��*�WF�QMBOOFE�XIBU�*�
XBOU�UP�EP�DMFBSMZ�GPS�FBDI�ZFBS�BOE�*�EJE�JNQMFNFOU�JU�RVJUF�XFMM�TP�UIBU�*�
DBO�öOBMMZ�HFU�B�TBUJTGBDUPSZ�BOTXFS��*�BN�B�QFSTPO�XIP�MJLFT�QMBOOJOH�BOE�*�
MJLF�UP�BDIJFWF�NZ�HPBMT��#VU�TUVEFOUT�IFSF�JO�8,6�NBZ�BMTP�IBWF�EJòFSFOU�
DIPJDFT�TPNF�QFPQMF�XJMM�BMTP�IBWF�EJòFSFOU�XBZT�PG�MJGF��*O�UIF�QBTU�GPVS�
ZFBST�FWFSZ�TUFQ�PG�NJOF�JT�TPMJE�XIJDI�NBEF�NZ�HSBEVBUJPO�RVJUF�TNPPUI�
JO�UIF�FOE��

-PPLJOH�CBDL�UISPVHI�UIFTF���ZFBST�*�IBWF�BMTP�SFBDIFE�TPNF�UJOZ�TVDDFTT��
*�WF�NFU�NZ�FYQFDUBUJPOT�JO�XPSLT�PG�UIF�TUVEFOU�HSPVQT�JOUFSOTIJQT�BOE�
HSBEVBUF�TDIPPMT��5IVT�*�BN�WFSZ�TBUJTöFE�XJUI�NZ�DPMMFHF�MJGF�JT�B�RVJUF�
JEFBM�TJUVBUJPO�XIJDI�IBE�ESBXO�B�CFUUFS�GVMM�TUPQ�GPS�NZ�VOJWFSTJUZ�
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:6"/�;IFOHRJOH
I learned different things from my three internships. I started to try different 
marketing positions when I was a freshman. During the first summer holiday 
at college, I was a marketing intern at Sohu. To be honest, I didn’t know 
anything about marketing at that time, so I hoped to learn it during the 
internship. I was in the digital marketing team; it was basically about KOL 
and community management, product promotion, viral marketing and etc. 
It was pretty interesting to me. So I applied for another marketing internship 
in the next summer vacation. I chose to do marketing and communication. 
It was about how to make full use of media to support marketing strategies. 
What I did was promoting the products and operating the official WeChat 
account, including creating some posts. I learn how to highlight the brand 
value through written texts. 

Similarly, I developed my interest in marketing when I worked at McDonald’s. 
We were working on brand marketing at that time, which was normally the 
core part of any fast-moving consumer goods companies. It is like a leader 
who leads different departments such as the laws office and supply chain 
office to work together and launch a campaign. This experience helped me 
thoroughly learn the process or routine of marketing.
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AN INTERVIEW
WITH
LIU YUHAO

㼆霢㸙嵞 LIU Yuhao
Computer Science

8IFO�*�UPME�IJN�*�XBT�HPJOH�UP�DIBOHF�NZ�NBKPS�
JOUP�WJTVBM�DPNNVOJDBUJPO�UIF�POMZ�POF�RVFTUJPO�
UIBU�IF�BTLFE�NF�XBT��8IZ�EPOU�*�TVQQPSU�ZPV �
5IJT�TFOUFODF�CSFBLT�NZ�BTTVNQUJPO�UIBU�NZ�
PQJOJPO�XJMM�CF�SFGVTFE��)F�TVQQPSUFE�NZ�JEFB�
BOE�B�TJNQMF�TFOUFODF�HBWF�NF�FOEMFTT�DPVSBHF�

KIWI
"T�TUVEFOU�NBKPS�JO�DPNQVUFS�TDJFODF�XIBU�NBLFT�ZPV�DIPPTF�B�HSBEVBUF�
QSPHSBN�PG�WJTVBM�DPNNVOJDBUJPO 

LIU Yuhao
5IFSF�BSF�UISFF�SFBTPOT�XIZ�*�DIBOHFE�NZ�NBKPS��characteristics, interest and 
support from my relatives and friends.

'JSTU�PG�BMM�*�BN�B�QFSTPO�XIP�IBT�EJWFSHFOU�UIJOLJOH�BOE�JT�XJMMJOH�UP�
FYQMPSF��*O�NZ�PQJOJPO�NBOZ�DPNQVUFS�TUVEFOUT�BSF�NPSF�EPXO�UP�FBSUI��
*�DBOOPU�RVJFUMZ�TUVEZ�IPX�UP�XSJUF�B�QSPHSBN�PS�BO�BMHPSJUIN�BOE�JUT�
QSJODJQMF�MJLF�PUIFS�TUVEFOUT��*�UIJOL�UIFZ�BSF�CFUUFS�UIBO�NF�

*NQPSUBOUMZ�*�DBOOPU�DIBOHF�NZ�NBKPS�XJUIPVU�UIF�TVQQPSU�PG�UIF�QFPQMF�
BSPVOE�NF��*O�NZ�GSFTINBO�ZFBS�*�NFU�-JV�)VBJHV�UIF�QSFTJEFOU�PG�,*8*�
DBNQVT�NFEJB�CZ�UIFO�XIFO�*�XBT�EPJOH�CSBOE�EFTJHO�GPS�,*8*��)F�HBWF�
NF�UIF�DIBODF�UP�NBLF�B�MPU�PG�,JXJ�QPTUFST��5IF�öSTU�BUUFNQU�XBT�UP�EFTJHO�
UIF�,*8*�JDF�CSFBLJOH�BDUJWJUZ�QPTUFS��*U�UPPL�NF�OFBSMZ�B�XFFL�UP�DPNQMFUF�
CVU�NZ�EFTJHO�TUJMM�HPU�B�MPU�PG�DSJUJDJTN��"OE�öOBMMZ�NZ�QPTUFS�XBT�CBSFMZ�
BQQSPWFE�BGUFS�GPVS�PS�öWF�SFWJTJPOT��"GUFS�UIBU�*�IBE�NPSF�PQQPSUVOJUJFT�UP�
EFTJHO�BOE�*�HSBEVBMMZ�HBJOFE�UIF�SFDPHOJUJPO�PG�PUIFS�NFNCFST��*�DBO�TBZ�
UIBU�UIF�FYQFSJFODF�PG�UIF�DMVC�IBT�DIBOHFE�NZ�MJGF�EJSFDUJPO�
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CPVHIU�POF��.PSFPWFS�XIFO�*�XBT�JO�IJHI�TDIPPM�*�XBT�JO�B�TUVEZ�HSPVQ��*�
NBEF�B�MPU�PG�QPTUFST�GPS�NZ�HSPVQ��"MUIPVHI�UIF�EFTJHO�BU�UIBU�UJNF�XBT�
OPU�QSFUUZ�JU�QMBOUFE�UIF�TFFET�PG�BSU�EFTJHO�JO�NZ�NJOE�
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When you come across a situation where you cannot handle the balance 
among club activities, academics, and personal life, how do you adjust and 
settle it?

-*6�:VIBP
I will put off the difficult tasks and choose to do what I enjoy. For example, 
I’m much happier when I'm working with my portfolio. In areas where my 
capacity is insufficient, I will turn to give up tasks that I can hardly fulfill to 
relieve my mood. I may be not brave enough though, I firmly believe that I 
can keep working in the field full of passion.

KIWI
What impressed you most during the four years of university?

LIU Yuhao
In my senior year, I took a course taught by Tiffany Tang, a computer science 
professor. She encouraged me a lot, and she was the second computer 
science professor who had remembered my name.

Professor Tang is good at looking for the best in everyone. It was in a Human 
Computer Interaction (HCI) class that she made me shine. Her appreciation 
was very precious to me. As I said before, initially I thought I could not fit 
into the computer science major well and would always be unknown in that 
department. Thus, it made me quite exciting to be noticed by her.

KIWI
5IF�QFSTPO�ZPV�XBOU�UP�UIBOL�UIF�NPTU�JO�ZPVS�GPVS�ZFBST�PG�DPMMFHF 

LIU Yuhao
*�FTQFDJBMMZ�XBOU�UP�UIBOL�UISFF�QFPQMF��Qian Luyin, Liu Huaigu and my father, 
Mr. Liu Xingyang.

2JBO�-VZJO�	GPSNFS�IFBE�PG�,*8*�(FOFSBM�.BOBHFNFOU�%FQBSUNFOU
��"T�B�
NJOJTUFS�TIF�UBVHIU�NF�IPX�UP�BSSBOHF�BOE�IBOEMF�EJòFSFOU�BòBJST��"T�B�
GSJFOE�TIF�HBWF�NF�TUSFOHUI�XIFO�*�XBT�DPOGVTFE�BOE�NBEF�NF�MFBSO�UP�
TUJDL�UP�NZTFMG�

-JV�)VBJHV�	GPSNFS�QSFTJEFOU�PG�UIF�,*8*�$BNQVT�.FEJB
�IF�JT�UIF�QFSTPO�
XIP�MFE�NF�UP�DIBOHF�UIF�EJSFDUJPO�PG�NZ�QSPGFTTJPO�BOE�NBEF�NF�TUBSU�
UIJOLJOH�BCPVU�UIF�USBOTGFS�PG�QSPGFTTJPO�

'JOBMMZ�JT�NZ�GBUIFS�.S��-JV�9JOHZBOH��8IFO�*�UPME�IJN�*�XBT�HPJOH�UP�DIBOHF�
NZ�NBKPS�JOUP�WJTVBM�DPNNVOJDBUJPO�UIF�POMZ�POF�RVFTUJPO�UIBU�IF�BTLFE�
NF�XBT���8IZ�EPOhU�*�TVQQPSU�ZPV ��5IJT�TFOUFODF�CSFBLT�NZ�BTTVNQUJPO�
UIBU�NZ�PQJOJPO�XJMM�CF�SFGVTFE��)F�TVQQPSUFE�NZ�JEFB�BOE�B�TJNQMF�
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*�SFNFNCFS�UIF�$BMDVMVT�DPVSTF�*�UPPL�BOE�UIF�&OHMJTI�
FTTBZT�*�XSPUF��*�BMTP�SFNFNCFS�IPX�TIJOJOH�UIF�
MJHIUT�XFSF�BU�$#1.�XIFO�*�TUBZFE�VQ�BMM�OJHIU�OJHIUT�
QSFQBSJOH�GPS�"$$5�FYBNT��%VSJOH�NZ�GPVS�ZFBST�BU�
8,6�NZ�NFNPSZ�JT�GVMM�PG�UIF�HFOUMF�BGUFSHMPX�UIF�TPGU�
CSFF[F�UIF�JDFE�XBUFSNFMPO�BOE�UIF�ö[[Z�TPEB��.Z�MJGF�
IFSF�JT�CJUUFSTXFFU�

*U�JT�MVDLZ�GPS�NF�UP�DPNF�BOE�TUVEZ�IFSF�BOE�*�
BQQSFDJBUF�BMM�NZ�FYQFSJFODFT�EVSJOH�DPMMFHF�MJGF��*�XPVME�
MJLF�UP�UIBOL�BMM�UIF�GSJFOET�XIP�BDDPNQBOZ�NF�PO�NZ�
QBUI�UP�NBUVSJUZ��&WFO�UIPVHI�JU�UPPL�NF�B�MPOH�UJNF�
UP�FWFOUVBMMZ�HSPX�VQ�ZPVS�DPNQBOZ�XBT�UIF�NPTU�
XPOEFSGVM�NFNPSZ�PG�NZ�ZPVUI�

4UBSU�IFSF�HP�BOZXIFSF��8F�HPU�B�MPU�PG�SPBET�UP�DPWFS�
TP�MFUhT�DPOUJOVF�UP�FOHBHF�XJUI�UIF�XPSME�XJUI�HSFBU�
QBTTJPO�BOE�QVSTVF�PVS�POXBSE�KPVSOFZT�

8,6�IBT�DSFBUFE�MPUT�PG�PQQPSUVOJUJFT�GPS�TUVEFOUT��
&WFO�POF�XIP�JT�OPU�HPPE�BU�FYBNJOBUJPOT�DBO�HFU�B�
TBUJTGBDUPSZ�(1"��+PJOJOH�DMVCT�CFDPNJOH�TUVEFOU�MFBEFST�
QVCMJTIJOH�SFTFBSDIFT�QBSUJDJQBUJOH�JO�DPNQFUJUJPOT�BOE�
WPMVOUFFSJOH�JO�DIBSJUZ�XPSLT�UIFTF�BSF�DIBODFT�POF�
DBO�LFFQ�USZJOH�VOUJM�UIF�USVF�QBTTJPO�JT�EJTDPWFSFE��

2VFTUJPOT�SBJTFE�JODMVEF�XIBU�JT�UIF�SFBTPO�GPS�TXJUDIJOH�
NBKPST �XIZ�EJEO�U�ZPV�HP�UP�,FBO�BT�BO�FYDIBOHF�TUVEFOU �
XIZ�EJE�ZPV�KPJO�$$1 �BOE�XIZ�EJE�ZPV�UBLF�UIF�$IJOFTF�
HSBEVBUF�TDIPPM�FYBN 5IF�SFBTPO�JT�UIBU�FWFSZ�TUVEFOU�
IBT�IJT�PS�IFS�EJòFSFOU�EJSFDUJPOT��8,6�JT�PQFO�NJOEFE�
BOE�UPMFSBOU�XIFSF�TUVEFOUT�IBWF�JOöOJUF�DIBODFT�BOE�
QPTTJCJMJUJFT�IFSF��

8,6�JT�ZPVOH�OP�NBUUFS�XIP�NBLFT�UIFJS�EFDJTJPOT�MJLF�
UIFZ�BSF�NBLJOH�EFDJTJPOT�UIF�öSTU�UJNF��#VU�EP�CFMJFWF�
UIBU�UIFSF�BSF�NPSF�BOE�NPSF�OFXDPNFST�XIP�XJMM�
SFTQPOE�BOE�HP�BGUFS�XIP�XJMM�HSPX�UPHFUIFS�BOE�XIP�
XJMM�FYQMPSF�GPS�NPSF�QSPCBCJMJUJFT�BMUPHFUIFS��
'PVS�ZFBST�JT�OFJUIFS�UPP�MPOH�OPS�UPP�TIPSU�JO�XIJDI�*�
IBWF�NFU�NBOZ�EJòFSFOU�QFPQMF��*�XJMM�USFBTVSF�FWFSZ�
GSJFOETIJQ�BOE�LFFQ�JO�UPVDI�XJUI�FWFSZPOF�BGUFSXBSE��
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WANG Xinyi MENG Lijia
Finance English

A thousand days and nights built who I am. There were 
countless moments, ups and downs, and twists and 
turns during my four-year life. Now, things are going to 
settle down, and the last chapter of this four-year story is 
coming to an end. Everything I experienced in Wenzhou 
and New Jersey, from dawn to dusk, from spring to 
winter, binds a story of my life. 

I have mixed feelings during college life. Sometimes I 
feel frustrated, sad, angry. I regret what I did. I am torn 
between choices. Sometimes I feel exhausted, but later 
I appreciate what I experience because they are all 
wonderful and worthy of happiness. I realize I shouldn't 
regret anything I went through. 

Life is all about ups and downs, but even though 
we have to suffer from difficulties and anxiety, there 
is always surprises and some touching moment. 
Eventually, we would get what we want. 

We will become more courageous, adamant, and 
passionate whenever we are .

What has WKU provided us? From my personal experience, 
WKU has cultivated me the courage to explore valorously 
and has fostered and strengthened my ability to express 
and communicate. 

I am an interdiscipline student. I transferred from Computer 
Science to Graphic Design major.  My experience in student 
groups has excavated my interest and capability in the 
field of design, which has also opened the probability for 
me to experience and to choose. I was too introverted 
and shy to express myself. After giving presentations 
reluctantly over and over again and being forced 
to communicate in English, however, I accumulated 
enough courage to face it deliberately. I even became one 
of the leaders of the KIWI Campus Media, in which I led 
members of the group engaging in projects. 
Every time when we step out of our comfort zones, it 
is WKU who supported and helped us students with 
world-class resources. 

Just as the slogan says: Start Here, Go Anywhere. 
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ZHANG Yue
is

8F�NBZ�OPU�BMXBZT�CF�DMFBS�PG�PVS�HPBMT��5IFSF�BSF�UJNFT�
XIFO�XF�GFFM�DPOGVTFE�BCPVU�XIP�XF�XBOU�UP�CF�BOE�
XIBU�XF�XBOU�UP�EP�JO�UIF�GVUVSF��"OE�BGUFS�TFUUMJOH�UIF�
HPBMT�UIF�IBSE�XPSL�JO�UIF�QSPDFTT�NBLFT�VT�XBOU�UP�
RVJU�XPOEFSJOH�JG�PVS�HPBMT�BSF�NFSFMZ�EFBE�FOET�XJUI�
OP�EFTUJOBUJPO�BU�BMM��

-PPLJOH�CBDL�PO�UIF�GPVS�ZFBST�*�FYQFSJFODFE�CFJOH�
BO�PWFSTFBT�TVQQPSUJOH�UFBDIFS�BOE�B�DBNQVT�BDUJWJUZ�
MFBEFS��*�IBWF�BMTP�QBSUJDJQBUFE�JO�JOUFSOBUJPOBM�
DPOGFSFODFT�CBTFCBMM�BOE�TPGUCBMM�UPVSOBNFOUT�BOE�
CVTJOFTT�DPNQFUJUJPOT��8IFO�GFFMJOH�DPOGVTFE�XF�
TIPVME�USZ�NPSF�OFX�UIJOHT��8F�PVHIU�UP�CF�JOWPMWFE�
JO�EJòFSFOU�öFMET�BOE�QBSUJDJQBUF�JO�WBSJPVT�BDUJWJUJFT�
BOE�DMVCT��*O�UIF�QSPDFTT�PG�FYQMPSBUJPO�BOE�FYDMVEJOH�
XSPOH�BOTXFST�XF�DMBSJGZ�XIBU�XF�MJLF�BOE�XIBU�JT�
TVJUBCMF�GPS�VT��"OE�UIF�SJDI�FYQFSJFODF�XJMM�CFDPNF�UIF�
BDDVNVMBUJPO�PG�PVS�VOJRVF�MJGF�DBQJUBM��

Hsin-Yu Hsu
Global Business

Four years in WKU is neither long nor short to me. 
Besides accomplishing academic tasks, we can also 
harvest rich club life, meaningful volunteer experiences 
and several good friends. 

Compared with high school life, university life is freer 
which is why we need to make more clear plans and 
goals for ourselves. This is the way we go further in the 
path of success. Therefore, we should always encourage 
ourselves either when studying hard days and nights 
in self-study rooms or when being rejected by others. 
Something that stays in your mind will someday spring 
up in your life. 

When we look back on everything, we would know that 
all the efforts and sweat are worthwhile.
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FNCSBDFT�CPUI�UIF�OPCMF�BOE�VOTVMMJFE�EJTQPTJUJPO�
PG�UIF�0SJFOUBM�iMPZBM�WBTTBMw�DPOOPUBUJPO�BT�XFMM�BT�
UIF�8FTUFSO�AGBTUFS�IJHIFS�TUSPOHFSw�WJUBMJUZ��5IF�GSFF�
JODMVTJWF�BOE�CSJTL�BUNPTQIFSF�FODPNQBTTJOH�UIF�8,6�
DBNQVT�JODFOUT�TUVEFOUT�UP�LFFQ�NPWJOH�PO��

5IF�GPVS�ZFBS�MJGF�BU�8,6�IBT�QSPWJEFE�NF�XJUI�
OVNFSPVT�NBHOJöDFOU�FODPVOUFST�BOE�FOHBHFE�NF�JO�
GSJFOETIJQT�UIBU�BSF�XPSUIXIJMF�UP�QFSTJTU��8,6�JT�ZPVOH�
BOE�FWFSZ�POF�PG�VT�TQBSLMFT�IFSF�MJLF�B�OFX�TUBS��

"MM�UIJOHT�UIBU�BSF�HSFBU�TUFN�GSPN�UJOZ�TFFET�XIJDI�
HFOFSBUF�JOWFOUJPO�JOOPWBUJPO�BOE�FOUSFQSFOFVSTIJQ��*G�
UIJT�TFFE�BMTP�IBQQFOFE�UP�CF�JO�ZPVS�JOOFS�FHP�QMFBTF�
DIFSJTI�ZPVS�UJNF�IFSF�BU�8,6�BOE�MFBWF�NFNPSJFT�UIBU�
BSF�WBMVBCMF�UP�ZPVSTFMG��

庛肤⡲⚹♧䨾⚥繠ざ⡲㣐㷖傁剣⚎倰껺虊繠➃涸굥꧈
⛲剣銯倰刿넞ծ刿䘯ծ刿䔂涸⯋孞կ
庛肤棇餥涸荈歋ծ⺫㺂ծ幡倝涸瑟孞慨⸠满䧮⟌♶倗鵳կ
䧮㖈庛肤涸㔋䎃ꅽ佐蜦✫䖎㢴錛霆✫䖎㢴㣼㦪涸✲䞔雩
霋✫䖎㢴暵剣䠑䙼涸剦կ庛肤僽♧䨾䎃鲽涸㷖吥䧮⟌嫦
⚡➃僽Ⱖ⚥♧곾䎃鲽涸倝僤կ
䨾剣涸⠚㣐鿪勻荈✵♧곾䎓㼭涸猫㶩♧곾㶲肫满鸣ծ
倝ծ⚌涸猫㶩կ㥵卓⡹涸䗱ꅽ⛲猫♴✫鵯곾繠㥩涸猫㶩
霼棇䞼㖈庛肤涸傞⯕殆♴㾩✵⡹涸繠㥩涸㔐䗴կ

NI Peipei
Global Business

Looking back on the four years I have spent at Wenzhou-
Kean University, I am grateful for all it has offered 
me, which enables me to have the opportunity to 
have access to World-Class education in an enjoyable 
environment with excellent facilities. 

Within the open-minded setup at WKU, I have practiced 
my logic and thought pattern, which makes me like 
myself a lot. For me, WKUers are adorable, not only for 
the enthusiastic and passionate peers but also for the 
humorous and charming professors. I hope everyone 
cherishes the memory of people and relationships you 
have experienced here. 

Finally, I wish all the undergraduate students at WKU 
to do whatever they like without regret and being 
besieged by flowers in the future.  

㔐곥荈䊹涸㣐㷖㔋䎃䖎䠭靧庛肤絛✮涸♧ⴗ雮䧮腊㖈鵯
⛎㥩涸梠㞯霃倶⚥❧「勻荈⚆歲涸侅肫կ
㖈庛肤䒓佞涸呔㽷⚥䧮ꞃ捃✫䧮涸䙼絶䖎㋐妅梡㖈涸荈
䊹կ㼆䧮勻霹庛肤➃鿪䖎〳昶鵯ꅽ剣掚䞔劊孞涸㷖㶩
⛲剣䎕랾굥馰涸侅䱇կ䋞劅㣐㹻㖈猌䒓嫢吥⛓꣢鿪腊雵䖤
鵯⯄涸➃ㄤ䞔կ
剒た牝ぐ⡙㷖䓍㷖㧵㖈庛肤㔋䎃♶殆麰䥚⨞荈䊹㋐妅涸
✲劢勻鄄됮蔄䨾⺫㔵կ
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WU Bingxian
English

I once fell off a skateboard. It left a scar on my hands, but 
I don't care. Instead, I start to enjoy sliding on bumpy 
roads cause it takes me to see meteor showers of Winter 
as well as the sunrise at 5 o'clock in the early morning.
 
I once backed down before a speech contest because 
I knew I would lose. At that time, I didn't figure out the 
truth of competitions. I didn't realize that it was not my 
opponent who stood on the stage but friends who came 
to help me improve myself until I participated in dozens 
of games and won many awards. 
I used to feel lost in my life. I have been at a time when 
I experience emptiness in my tough days. What made 
me out of the woods was what I love for ten years and 
what I learn from hundreds of books on the shelf. I didn't 
expect they are that beneficial and helpful for me. 

What is the most challenging thing in the world? Being 
successful seems to be the hardest one, but actually, it 
is not. What is even more difficult is to cheer yourself up 
every time you hit the ground – how to keep your faith 
after failure, from zero to hero. All of these are simple to 
understand but difficult to follow when you fall on hard 
times. But one day, you will find that those past failures 
and pains are so insignificant.

Please remember the good times. Cherish the people 
who give you a hand. Appreciate the divine voice that 
guides you forward. Forget and forgive the darkness of 
your life, and start your new journey. 

People who have been in contact with me usually 
describe me in two words, “introvert and sensitive”. 

Four years ago, just before I entered the university, 
I easily adapted to the English environment, but I 
panicked all day long for public speech. By then, I 
could not imagine the day when I am able to answer 
the teacher's questions voluntarily. Nor could I 
imagine the day when I talk in public for more than 
ten minutes, when I participate in the election of the 
graduation speaker, or even be selected as the student 
representative of the recruitment Committee of the 
English.

Department and communicate directly with professors 
from all over the world who are interested in teaching in 
Wenzhou-Kean University. 

In the four years’ time, respectable and lovely professors 
have always been giving me warm help and telling me 
repeatedly that I am one of their best students though 
I underestimate myself all the time. The university 
time I spent with them will be my life-long treasure. Of 
course, WKU has given me more than just the ability to 
do academic research. In the past, I felt remorse for my 
introverted personality, and was thought to be unable 
to do lots of things. However, now I come to understand 
and accept my true self and prove to others that being 
introvert cannot stop me from doing what I want. 

In fact, I felt timid, confused, and even afraid of being 
ridiculed for long because I had different aspirations 
from most WKU students. Nevertheless, I would say I am 
lucky because few people know what they really love, 
and my love for literature has never changed a bit for 
more than ten years. One’s motivation for living is what 
he really loves. “Ascending a height always starts from 
the ground.” The process of achieving dreams is long and 
lonely, and what you and I should do is to move forward 
following our own heartbeats.

䧮剎絑➢徾匣♳䶫♴䩛♳殆✫氀կ㖈た勻涸傞⯕ꅽ䧮驴
满徾匣鵂雽㢴涸䃶䀓涸騟⽲♶㖈⛖齡麤氀✫㔔⚹徾匣
䌄䧮錛鵂Ⱶ㷍涸崨僤ꨍㄤⲳ兑❀挿涸傈ⴀկ
䧮剎絑㖈怵雷饋䩧鷍㛔렽〫㔔濼麤♧㹁♶⠔饒կた勻
⸈✫侨⼧㖞嫱饋䖤鵂偽侨妃㤙た䧮鷶幯僈涯⾲勻畀㖈〵
♳涸䎇♶僽䧮涸㼆䩛罜僽勻䌐⸔䧮涸剦կ
䧮剎絑⛲剣鶴蘈涸傞⦫⛲絑⾎鵂⡛靽ㄤ贞偽⚺⛐կ
劢剎䟝雮䧮饥ⴀ勻涸界搬僽㗏䭯✫⼧䎃涸⚌⡮昶㥩ㄤ⛼卹
♳涸涰劥⛼硂կ
䧭⸆♶僽剒ꦼ涸刿ꦼ涸僽駮⦝た涸昭饰僽㣟餕た涸㗏䭯
僽➢ꨪ䒓㨤涸⹄孞僽㖈⾎絑熋ꦼ⛓た⣜搬湱⥌齡❈剒励稇
涸麤椚կ絊剣♧㣔䔲⡹㔐㣢傞⠔〄梡⾲勻齡❈剎絑涸㣟
餕♸蕱汥鿪齡⛎䗎♶駈麤կ銳雵⡞齡❈䘯⛙涸傞⯕齡❈䌐
⸔鵂⡹涸➃ㄤ䭷䒸⡹遤涸騟抧կ

ZHANG Yuqing
English

䱹鍘鵂䧮涸➃䌢欽鵯㔋⚡㶶䕎㺂䧮ⰻぢ넞併կ
㔋䎃Ⰶ㷖涸齡媯傞ꢂ䧮㽠鲽匠鷓䎾✫Ⰼ薉俒梠㞯
⡎⽲㔔⚹鵂✵㹲䙲怵雷罜䟡䟡♶〳絊傈կ齡傞涸䧮➢勻尵
剣䟝鵂剣♧㣔䧮〳⟄⚺⸓㖑㔐瘷罈䋗涸䲿〳⟄㖈➃
忄忄♶絟雷♳⼧Ⳝⴔꛦ〳 ⟄♸嫳⚌Ⱙ爞〄鎊➃涸畊鷥
欨荛〳⟄鄄鷥⡲薉露禹䬸翴㨼プ⠔涸㷖欰➿邍ㄤ⚆歲ぐ
㖑剣䠑ぢ勻庛肤⟣侅涸侅䱇⟌湬䱹❜崨կ㔋䎃ꢂ〳侢⿶
〳昶涸侅䱇⟌♧湬絛✮䧮庛军涸䌐⸔䎇⚂♧麑麑デ霎㺂
僒㥻荈螨謭涸䧮霹䧮僽➭⟌剒㥩涸㷖欰⛓♧կ♸➭⟌Ⱏ䏞
鵂涸㣐㷖傞⯕㼜僽⠶ꥥ䧮♧欰涸棇㹈կ䔲搬庛肤侅⠔䧮
涸♶姺✵㷖助꜂灇կ䧮剎㔔⚹荈䊹涸ⰻ⧫䚍呔罜䠭ⵌ荈餓
⛲㔔姼鄄➭➃雩㹁䧮⨞♶ⵌ䖎㢴✲⡎梡㖈涸䧮椚鍒䎇㺂
紵✫溫㹊涸荈䧮⛲ぢ➭➃霆僈✫〫銳䧮䟝ⰻぢ罏ず呋
偽䨾♶腊կ
Ⱖ㹊䖎♧媯傞ꢂ䧮鿪㔔⚹ㄤ庛肤涸㣐㢴侨ず㷖䘋ぢ♶
ず罜䠭ⵌ胐䚚ծ鶴蘈欨荛㹲䙲⠔黨ⵌ㏜疭կ⡎䧮䟝䧮僽
䎋鵘涸㔔⚹腊剣荈䊹溫姻掚昶涸⚎銯涸➃Ⱖ㹊䎇♶㢴
罜䧮㼆俒㷖涸昶⼧Ⳝ䎃勻➢劢佖」կ➃涸♧欰㽠僽ꬑ满
掚昶㶸崞կ遤鵴荈鶑涬넞荈⼻㹊梡唀䟝涸鵂玐恟
罜㷐杝罜⡹䧮銳⨞涸㽠僽ꥥ䗱⛓렽⸓ぢկ
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HU Yi WU Qi
English Accounting

Four-year’s life goes by so fast, and the pleasant times 
are always too short. During the four years at WKU, 
I had an interesting and fulfilling period in both my 
academic and personal lives. I have met professors who 
are enthusiastic and knowledgeable, and also peers 
who share similar interests with me. I feel extremely 
fortunate that I broadened my horizon, got out of my 
comfort zone, became a better version of myself, and 
determined my study and career goals in such a neat, 
tidy, and beautifully situated campus. I send my most 
sincere wishes to the undergraduate students at WKU. 
Wish we all stay true to our original heart, and may the 
inexhaustible driving force—our dreams—support us in 
flying higher and farther.  

When I look back over four years at WKU, I realize that 
my life is not all about studying because I have done 
a lot of other things. All these experiences, including 
joining student organizations, attending volunteer 
activities, and working as an intern, made me stronger. 
Moreover, I also met great people and became friends 
with them when I played basketball. I appreciate that 
I made every moment count. May all of you find what 
you love and keep on going for it. 

鲮滚㔋䎃⺭⺭罜鵂䘯⛙涸傞⯕䚪僽㥵姼瀊兽կ㖈庛肤涸㔋
䎃偽雿㷖⛴鵮僽欰崞鿪僽剣馰⯎㹊涸կ䧮麁ⵌ✫掚䞔㺢剣
㷖霋涸侅䱇⟌䘋ず麤ざ涸㼭⠑⠶⼧ⴔ䎋鵘㖑㖈鵯䨾䎁ⲙ
侮峇梠㞯⠏繠涸吥㔩ꅽ䒓ꢢ滚歲䲿⼮荈䧮瑲灶莞鷓㕕
䎇僈烁✫➚た涸帿鸣ㄤ䊨⡲倰ぢկぢ庛肤涸㷖䓍㷖㧵⟌㺕✮
剒霟䮚涸牝犷雮䧮⟌⥂䭯ⴲ䗱ⰻ䗱涸唀䟝僽♶番涸⸓⸂
佅⠔䭯䧮⟌馊굷馊넞馊굷馊鵴կ

HUANG Huichao

WANG Yingxu

Computer Science

Computer Science

I'm not born with bravery or talents, but learning to 
accept the ordinariness of ourselves is the way to 
form extraordinary souls. I am grateful for everyone I 
encountered and everything I experienced in WKU. They 
polished me little by little to who I am today. I wish you 
all understand your values when you feel confused. 
You should dare to dream and to chase after it. Start by 
bravely stepping out of the comfort zone once and once 
again such as finishing a speech, completing a project, 
and developing a new skill, and enjoy the joy that comes 
after every success. Step by step, it will encourage us to 
move forward towards the future we dream about. Life 
is full of possibilities, why not give it a try?

If it is a journey, I do not regret meeting you, WKU.
I once asked myself if I am okay to be mediocre, and the 
answer was No. In the last four years, I have tried my best 
to shine myself and do well in everything. Even if I failed, 
I grew up a bit. 

I cannot say that I have changed a lot, but at least I have 
no regrets about the time I spend here.
Thanks to everyone I met during this journey, both 
friends and professors. I hope we all have bright futures 
to work hard for. We shall make our own efforts, and 
then meet at the summit of success.

䧮䎇ꬋ㣔欰⹄侓⛲尵剣㣔餻鵂➃կ⡎僽㷖⠔䱹「䎂ⳝ涸荈
䊹䩞腊鸣♶䎂ⳝ涸抳뇹կ䠭靧㖈 8,6 麁ⵌ涸嫦⚡➃ㄤ
絑⾎涸嫦⟝㼭✲♧疴♧ⴢ鸣ⴀ✫䧮梡㖈涸垷呋կ䡦㣐㹻
㖈鶴蘈傞鿪腊僈涯荈䊹涸棇餥կ侓✵⨞唀侓✵鷅唀կ➢
♧妃妃⹄侓驎ⴀ莞鷓㕕䒓㨤絕勲♧妃怵雷㸤䧭♧⚡고湡
䒓〄♧⚡倝䪮腊❧「嫦妃䧭⸆䌄勻涸㼭㋐䝝կ鵯♧挿♧忹
㼜⠔렽⸠满䧮⟌ぢ满唀䟝涸劢勻鵳կ➃欰剣鵯⛎㢴猫〳
腊鿪霚♧霚⿶⡦㧎

㥵卓鵯僽♧㖞假玐䧮♶⠔た䜼麁錛✫⡹8,6կ
䧮剎䧮荈䊹僽や欥✵䎂䐃瘷呩僽や㹁涸կ鵯㔋䎃ꅽ䧮
⸖⸂雮荈䊹〄⯕〄掚⸖⸂⨞㥩嫦♧⟝✲⽰⢪剣㣟餕⡎
刿㢴涸僽䧭サկ䧮♶腊霹佖」✫䖎㢴⡎荛㼱䧮♶⠔㖈鵯
ꅽ殆♴麰䥚կ
䠭靧㖈鵯媯假鸀⚥麁ⵌ涸嫦♧⚡➃♶盗僽剦⟌鵮僽罈䋗
⟌կ䡦劢勻涸䧮⟌剣繠㥩玐〳⟄㤕饬ぐ荈⸖⸂搬た
♧㹁銳㖈곝䂽㢅湱錛サկ

㔐곥㣐㷖㔋䎃䧮涸欰崞♶➑➑〫剣㷖⛴կ爢㔙䘋䡦罏
㹊⛴鿪雮䧮剣䨾䧭կ睲椕⛲雮䧮雩霋✫欰崞ꅽ棇餥
涸♧纈剦կ䠭靧䧮荈䊹尵剣贞䏞㣐㷖㔋䎃涸⯕կ䡦⡹
⟌⛲腊䪪ⵌ荈䊹掚昶涸✲䞔䎇⚂⚹⛓⸖⸂♴կ
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DAI Yuchen

TAO Zheng

Global Business

Mathematics

You can be what you want to be. Stick to your love, keep 
your heart, and preserve your passion for life. Cherish 
what you have at the moment, because four years fly in 
a rush. Everyone has a different way of living,and being 
yourself is always the most important thing. I hope it is 
joy and confidence that decorate my future, and I can 
choose life instead of being chosen by life.

We never really define a meaningful object. That is what 
you think it is. Keep your enthusiasm for life even when 
you're down and believe that the sky will still be studded 
with twinkling stars when clouds have rolled by. I would 
like to thank WKU for letting me meet so many lovely 
people, either my friends or professors.
I would also like to briefly say goodbye, heartily wish 
you peace, health, and happiness, and hope you eat 
properly, sleep well, and live a good life. We will meet at 
the summit if possible.

⡹䟝䧭⚹➊⛎呋涸➃⡹㽠腊䧭⚹➊⛎呋涸➃կ㗏䭯荈䊹涸
掚昶⥂䭯ⴲ䗱⥂䭯㼆欰崞涸掚䞔կ㔋䎃䖎瀊⚂遤⚂棇
䞼կ嫦⚡➃鿪剣♶ず涸崞岁⡎⨞荈䊹宕鵴僽剒ꅾ銳涸կ䋞
劅劢勻♧湬䘯⛙⚂荈⥌♶鄄欰崞鷥䭊罜腊鷥䭊欰崞կ

YUAN Zhengqing

Ping-Chen Li

Marketing

Graphic Design

WKU (Wenzhou–Kean University) is so young that is 
like a child who still needs to grow and mature. I learnt 
from the four years I spent here that you will be able to 
break through yourselves and push infinite potentialities 
if you are good at seizing every opportunity here and 
constantly spurring your progress. You reach the end 
going along a hundred miles of treacherous road. I 
wish my juniors can achieve their goals in this beautiful 
campus without regret.

We are undoubtedly fortunate to live in a thriving and 
prosperous stage for a long time as the economy is 
booming and driven by inflation and debt. 

According to the Second Law of Thermodynamics 
and Entropy, all things trend toward disorder and 
randomness. If you want to become self-disciplined, 
you have to do more helpful work against entropy. This 
process is very painful. You need to know what you 
want, what you can do, and what you should do.

庛肤僽♧䨾ꬋ䌢䎃鲽涸㷖吥㸐㽠⫸♧⚡㷛㶩➠搬
銳♶倗㖑䧭ㄤ䧭擿կ搬罜㖈庛肤㔋䎃涸欰崞デ霎䧮㥵卓
⡹㊤✵㖈鵯ꅽ䪾䳣嫦♧⚡劼麁♶倗ꮆ瘻荈䊹鵳姿⡹㽠腊
㢿瑲灶荈䊹㣔蔄匣㹊梡偽ꣳ〳腊կ麤꣖⚂遤ⴭ㼜荛
牝䡦⛓た涸嫦♧⡙庛肤た鳊腊㖈鵯䏠繠⚽吥㔩⚥♶殆麰䥚
㹊梡荈䊹湡叻կ

䧮⟌偽毟僽䎋鵘涸劍欰崞㖈♧⚡歋芲胆ㄤ⧥⸉끮⸓涸
絑崸籖虽媯կ
䨾剣涸✲暟鿪㖈ぢ满偽錞䖒偽䎸ㄤ幊✉〄㾝㥵卓⡹銳
」涸荈䖒⡹㽠䖤鷟满支㟞⨞⸆鵯⚡鵂玐僽ꬋ䌢汥蕱涸կ
銳僈涯荈䊹䟝銳➊⛎腊⨞➊⛎霪䎁➊⛎կ

剣䠑⛐涸⚎銯➢勻鿪尵剣溫姻鄄㹁⛐鵂կ⡹錣䖤僽齡㽠
僽կ⥂䭯衼㼆欰崞涸掚䞔㽠皾剣⡛靽⛲銳湱⥌䔲⛔✻侔
䧮⟌⣜傊䭆剣忘㣔籖僤կ靧靧庛肤雮䧮麁ⵌ✫鵯랂㢴庛
军涸➃偽雿僽剦鵮僽罈䋗կ
䋞劅㣐㹻䎂㸝⨴䐀䎋犷㥩㥩く껎㥩㥩漖錣㥩㥩欰崞կ
皍⽀涸デⵆ邪䗱涸牝䡦կ〳⟄涸霢䧮⟌곝䂽湱錛կ
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WKU offers me great autonomy to participate in 
various extracurricular activities, such as recruitment 
activities, event planning & execution, volunteering 
projects overseas, etc. Students are expected to think 
independently in WKU, to step out of their comfort 
zones, to trial and error, to find a definition of the future 
ultimately.

Along the way, many students support and help each 
other. That’s why we individuals can carry the load and 
still move on. At the moment of graduation, I would like 
to say to all of us that we still have a long way to go in 
life, so don't give up!

庛肤涸㷖⛴ㄤ欰崞絛✮✫䧮䖎㣐涸荈⚺䚍⸈䬸欰䊨⡲ծ
㖈吥ⰻ㢪瘻ⴢ崞⸓ծ饬嵳㢪⨞䘋䡦罏고湡瘝瘝կ㷖吥劍劅㛆
Ⱞ䙼絶杝用涸➃⟱湹㷖欰瑲灶莞鷓㕕♶倗霚ꝡ䪪㼊
劢勻涸㹁⛐կ
㖈鵯♧騟♳雽㢴ず㷖✽湱䪜䭯ㄤ邪Ⱏ崸㣐㹻⤑剣✫⸂ꆀ
絩絯遤կ嫳⚌⛓꣢䟝ㄤぐ⡙灜災遤涸⠑⠶⟌霹䧮⟌
➃欰涸騟鵮䖎♶銳雩鳕ㆦ

Frustrations and confusions are common in the way 
we achieve our dreams, but I always adhere to my 
responsibility of flattening the land rather than agitating 
my life. Once a robust seed has been planted, in the 
radiant and enchanting spring of March and April, there 
are the consummate answer and level road that one 
could anticipate. 

SUN Zihan
Accounting

䧮⟌㖈鷅㼊唀䟝涸騟鸀♳䚪⠔麁ⵌ鶴蘈ㄤ䮲䫔⡎䧮㨤絊㗏
⥌荈䊹涸翟餓僽䎂侮㕼㖑罜ꬋ搋贊傞⯕կ
㖈♲㔋剢涸僱⯕ꅽ⨞㼆涸✲猫♴♧곾猫㶩荈⠔㖈Ⱃ⛰剢
佐蜦♧⟧瘷⽷ㄤ㗞鸀կ

TU Leiming
ar e i
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BAI Hao
LIU Yuhao
WANG Yudong
Computer Science

Sujatha
Krishamoorthy
The College of Science & 
Technology

Not constrained by time and space, the 
professor and the students talked freely, 
bursting out sparks of thinking
♶䬳岞✵傞瑟侅䱇ㄤ㷖欰⟌歧靍鶷〄ⴀ䙼絶涸抠蔄
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BAI Hao
LIU Yuhao
WANG Yudong

m er cie ce

Sujatha
Krishamoorthy

e e e  cie ce  
ec

Present project progress confidently
荈⥌ッ梡고湡鵳㾝
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BAI Hao
LIU Yuhao
WANG Yudong
Computer Science

Sujatha
Krishamoorthy
The College of Science & 
Technology

Tea party
䋗欰蘡霢⠔
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Jeonghwan Choi
The College of Business & 
Public Management

Rob Kim Marjerison
The College of Business & 
Public Management

&

&

TANG Rongman
Accounting

TANG Rongman
Accounting

Best business partner
剒⢕㉁⚌ざ⡲⠑⠶
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XIANG Pengxuan
Mathematics

Gaurav Gupta
The College of Science & 
Technology

Not only a good teacher but a close friend
❠䋗❠
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